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Abstract. Motivated by the ubiquity of turbulent flows in realistic conditions, effects of turbulent advection
on two models of classical non-linear systems are investigated. In particular, we analyze model A (according
to the Hohenberg-Halperin classification [1]) of a non-conserved order parameter and a model of the direct
bond percolation process. Having two paradigmatic representatives of distinct stochastic dynamics, our
aim is to elucidate to what extent velocity fluctuations affect their scaling behavior. The main emphasis
is put on an interplay between anisotropy and compressibility of the velocity flow on their respective
scaling regimes. Velocity fluctuations are generated by means of the Kraichnan rapid-change model, in
which the anisotropy is due to a distinguished spatial direction n and a correlator of the velocity field
obeys the Gaussian distribution law with prescribed statistical properties. As the main theoretical tool,
the field-theoretic perturbative renormalization group is adopted. Actual calculations are performed in the
leading (one-loop) approximation. Having obtained infra-red stable asymptotic regimes, we have found four
possible candidates for macroscopically observable behavior for each model. In contrast to the isotropic
case, anisotropy brings about enhancement of non-linearities and non-trivial regimes are proved to be more
stable.
PACS. 05.10.Cc Renormalization in statistical physics and nonlinear dynamics – 64.60.Ht Dynamic critical
behavior – 64.60.ae Renormalization-group theory in phase transitions – 47.27.tb Turbulent diffusion
1 Introduction
Critical behavior is present in many important physical
phenomena. A genuine interest in critical fluids stems from
a fact that it represents a typical non-linear problem and
as such proves to be a challenging and enriching prob-
lem both from a theoretical and an experimental point of
view. The main research focus is devoted to an analysis
of specific physical, thermodynamic and transport prop-
erties. Majority of studies in the past employed a model
of a pure fluid without any additional interactions. How-
ever, later it became clear that hydrodynamic effects can-
not be ignored due to a strong sensitivity of such sys-
tems to external disturbances [2,3]. These effects come
into play via coupling between a critical fluid and an ex-
ternal environment in which fluid motion sets in. A sub-
stantial increase of compressibility, which is given by the
derivative (∂ρ/∂p)T (where ρ is the density of a fluid, p is
the pressure, and T is the temperature in system), brings
about so-called stratification effect: as density grows un-
der the fluid’s own weight, a distinguished direction n in
Send offprint requests to:
the medium emerges [4,5,6]. Naturally, vector n is paral-
lel to the vector of gravity force g and also to the density
gradient, i.e. n ||∇ρ.
The environment can have an additional effect and
may affect behavior profoundly [7]. In addition to exter-
nal forces, such as gravitational, magnetic or electric field,
there is another conceivable mechanism leading to a non-
equilibrium state: turbulence caused by shaking, stirring,
and flow generation that is abundantly observed in many
natural phenomena [8,9,10]. From a general standpoint,
turbulence is a rule rather than exception [8] and in order
to have a complete physical picture turbulence should be
incorporated in a theoretical description.
Critical phenomena in chaotically stirred mediums are
abundant in nature as well. Of particular interest are flu-
ids in turbulent motion, which manifest universal behav-
ior known as the Kolmogorov scaling in the case of fully
developed turbulence [8,9,10]. The effect of stirring by a
fully developed turbulent flow has been investigated in
numerous papers, see for instance [9,10,11,12,13] and ref-
erences therein. Research activity regarding turbulence is
enormous, but still many important problems remain un-
solved. In theoretical physics there are two accepted ap-
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proaches that allow us to include turbulence into consid-
eration: the synthetic velocity ensemble and the stochastic
Navier-Stokes equation. A typical example of the former is
embodied in the rapid-change Kraichnan model and its de-
scendants [11,14,15,16,17]. An underlying idea is to gen-
erate the velocity field v(x, t) by means of a statistical
ensemble with prescribed properties, which are chosen in
a suitable way [11,12]. Usually one assumes the Gaussian
distribution law with zero mean and a correlation func-
tion in the form ∝ δ(t − t′)|x − x′|δ. The latter (micro-
scopic) approach to a description of velocity field has its
own dynamics governed by the Navier-Stokes equation [12,
18,19] augmented with a proper stochastic term, which
mimics an input of energy into a system. This approach is
motivated by a fluctuation theory of critical phenomena
[18,20]. Though this approach is more satisfying from the
physical point of view, in this work we consider a specific
modification of the Kraichnan model. At a first sight, the
Kraichnan model seems to be oversimplified compared to
realistic realizations of the velocity flows [8]. Nevertheless,
it captures relevant physical information about advection
processes [11,12,21] and at the same time it allows for ex-
act solutions and thus provide us with a possibility for a
mutual cross-check between different methods. An addi-
tional advantage consists in a relatively easy incorporation
of other effects as anisotropy, compressibility, finite corre-
lation time, helicity, and so on [13,22].
In this paper we consider a compressible version of the
Kraichnan model with a presence of anisotropy. Note that
the turbulent compressibility has its own interest of study,
which is motivated mainly by astrophysical applications
[23,24,25,26,27,28,29]. An additional effect (anisotropy)
can be justified by the following heuristic observations.
A typical terrestrial experiment necessarily occurs in the
gravitational field, which can be locally considered as ho-
mogeneous. Gravity thus makes one spatial direction ex-
ceptional. A construction of a realistic model of turbulence
then requires an inclusion of the large-scale anisotropy
induced by the gravity vector g. According to the classi-
cal Kolmogorov-Obukhov theory of fully developed turbu-
lence, anisotropy introduced at large scales by the forcing
dies out when the energy is transferred down to smaller
scales owing to the cascade mechanism [8,9,10,12]. A num-
ber of works confirms this pattern for even correlation
functions, thus giving some quantitative support to the
hypothesis of the restored local isotropy in the inertial-
range turbulence. This should be valid for both velocity
and passively advected fields as well. More precisely, ex-
ponents describing the inertial-range scaling exhibit uni-
versality and hierarchy related to a degree of anisotropy,
and the leading contribution to an even function is given
by the exponent from the isotropic shell. Nevertheless, the
anisotropy survives in the inertial range and manifests it-
self in odd correlation functions [30,31,32]. Anisotropic
turbulent systems with distinguished direction n were first
studied using the renormalization group approach in [33].
A generalization to the case of anisotropic turbulence with
a passive admixture was put forth in [34,35,36].
The presented problem is tackled by a versatile method
of the renormalization group (RG). In last three decades
this method has grown into an indispensable tool for any-
one whose aim is to determine critical behavior in classical
and quantum-many particle systems in a quantitatively re-
liable manner. Additionally, the RG method provides us
with a general conceptual framework in which paramount
concepts of scale invariance and universality can be justi-
fied. Depending on certain crude properties of the system
(dimensionality of space d, nature of order parameter and
symmetry) a large-scale behavior of a system can be cat-
egorized into universality classes. Within a given class all
pertained systems exhibit the same asymptotic behavior
in the macroscopic region, which corresponds to an in-
frared (IR) domain of the theory [18,37,38]. The crucial
idea of the Wilson RG scheme goes as follows [39,40]: first,
collective modes of a system are split into fast and slow de-
grees of freedom according to their momenta in the Fourier
space. Then the fast (or short-range) modes are integrated
out what effectively results into a construction of an IR
effective theory for the slow (or long-range) degrees of free-
dom [41]. The action functional of the theory, describing
IR asymptotics, can be expanded in terms of the order
parameter and its derivatives. A widely accepted form of
this functional is the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson functional,
and the resulting field theory is known as the O(N) ϕ4-
theory [18,37], where N is a number of components of the
order parameter.
Effective field theories facilitate use of various pertur-
bative methods for a controlled approximate calculation
of critical exponents. One of them is based on straight-
forward calculations in a form of perturbation series at
fixed spatial dimensions d = 3 or d = 2 [42]. An alterna-
tive systematic scheme is performed in a formal (d∗ − ε)-
dimension space, where d∗ is the upper critical dimension
of the theory. Then, the critical exponents have the form of
ε-expansion and they have to be resumed to obtain correct
quantitative results for realistic space dimensions [37,43,
44,45]. Calculations can be performed for the other univer-
sal quantities (asymptotic amplitude ratios or the equa-
tion of state) as well. In order to establish the structure
of possible scaling regimes and make a reliable prediction
about obtained numerical values of critical exponents for
real physical systems, where ε ∼ δ ≥ 1, additional meth-
ods of the Borel summation are required [43,44,45].
Fundamental difficulties with the RG approach are
twofold. First, a multi-loop renormalization group anal-
ysis of complex models is a very demanding task from
a technical point of view (see [46] for recent progress in
multi-loop calculations of famous ϕ4-theory). Majority of
calculations in stochastic dynamics were restricted only to
a two-loop order. Broadly speaking [47] technical difficul-
ties of a two-loop calculation in stochastic dynamics is as
difficult as that of four-loop in critical statics. The main
reason lies in a more involved form of propagators and
a proliferation of tensor structures from interaction ver-
tices. The only exceptions to the rule are model A [48,49]
and the incompressible Kraichnan model [50]. Second, a
calculation of expressions for universal quantities relies on
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some additional physical considerations in order to make a
proper extrapolation to physical values [18,37]. However,
it is not at all clear whether this is a completely safe pro-
cedure. Hence, to make progress there have been many at-
tempts to go beyond the perturbation schemes. The non-
perturbative (functional) renormalization group (NPRG)
is a method that does not rely on any small parameters in
the studied model [40,51,52]. The NPRG was originally
applied to equilibrium models of statistical physics and
a functional formulation allows a straightforward general-
ization to the case of non-equilibrium systems. In partic-
ular, model A [53], the stochastic Navier-Stokes equation
[54] and a passive field coupled to the Kraichnan model
[55]. The RG method has been successfully applied on
the analysis of the dynamic critical phenomena: critical
singularities of relaxation and correlation times, trans-
port coefficients, etc. [18,37,56]. The authors of Ref. [1]
used this method to the time-dependent O(1) Ginzburg-
Landau models and showed that the RG method is consis-
tent with the earlier mode-coupling theory and dynamic
scaling. One of the representatives of the O(1) symmet-
ric ϕ4-models is model A of the critical dynamics. The
O(1) class consists of systems with short-range forces and
a scalar order parameter. This class comprises the three-
dimensional Ising model, liquid-gas critical point, binary
fluid mixtures, and uniaxial ferromagnets.
Standard models of critical dynamics (for instance mod-
els A, B, and their generalizations, in Hohenberg-Halperin
classification [1,18,56]) based on the Ginzburg-Landau ap-
proach do not cover all possible types of intriguing dy-
namic phenomena. The reason is that there exist non-
equilibrium systems for which it is not even possible to
postulate a static Hamiltonian [18]. One of the crucial dif-
ferences between critical dynamics and non-equilibrium
models is related to the validity of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. It holds only in the critical models. In theory
this leads to restrictions regarding properties of the ran-
dom stirring force [18,57]. Therefore, for non-equilibrium
models a different route has to be undertaken, and we
have to start at a more fundamental level. For instance,
one has to use a master equation [56,58], and try to de-
rive an effective coarse-grained model. Being a formidable
task there are only few systems for which such approach is
reliable and mathematically well-founded. At the end one
frequently derives a time-evolution (Liouvilean or quasi-
Hamiltonian) operator [59,60]. This operator basically car-
ries an information about rates between different states in
the system.
To conclude, fluctuation-dissipation theorem asserts
that the intensity of order parameter fluctuations is known
to scale in the same way as the susceptibility. Models
of critical dynamics are in thermal equilibrium and the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem has to be satisfied for them
[18,57]. However, this is not the case for non-equilibrium
systems [18,56,61]. In order to compare a role of dynamics
(equilibrium vs non-equilibrium) we take as an example a
paradigmatic model known in as directed-bond percola-
tion (DP) [62,63,64,65]. A general feature of DP is that
an agent (a particle) can propagate from one site to an-
other in a distinguished direction: the direction in which
agents are mainly spread out. The DP may also serve for
explaining various models of disease spreading, stochastic
reaction-diffusion processes on a lattice or the wetting of
porous material [63,66,67]. The most important aspect of
DP is presence of a non-equilibrium second-order phase
transition between the absorbing and the active phase.
The absorbing (inactive) phase corresponds to the case
where the medium does not contain agents, whereas in
the active phase the number of agents constantly fluc-
tuates around a constant value. Isotropic turbulent fluc-
tuations in this model were considered in [68,69]. The
effect of strongly anisotropic turbulent motion modeled
by the Avellaneda-Majda ensemble on the critical behav-
ior was investigated in [70] and in presence of additional
long-range force in [7,71,72]. In the latter additional Le´vy
jumps were allowed, which share some similarities with the
turbulent advection (presence of long-range correlations in
space).
The main aim of the present paper is to analyze the
effect of turbulent mixing on the critical behavior of sys-
tems belonging to model A and the DP model, respec-
tively. These two models might be regarded as the simplest
models of interacting quantities. In addition, we assume
that velocity flow is compressible and anisotropic, and we
would like to estimate mutual interplay between advection
and self-interactions within a given model.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly
describe the investigated models. In Sec. 3, we discuss the
process of renormalization and present the RG functions
calculated in the leading one-loop approximation. We clas-
sify possible IR regimes in Sec. 4 and give their physical
interpretation in Sec. 5.
2 Models
Our main focus is on the large-scale behavior of a scalar
field ϕ = ϕ(x, t) governed by a stochastic differential equa-
tion
∇tϕ = λ∂2ϕ− λ δV(ϕ)
δϕ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ(x)→ϕ(x,t)
+η, (1)
where the velocity field v(x, t) appears via the Lagrangian
derivative ∇t = ∂t + (v ·∇). Here, vi is the i-component
of the velocity field. Further, λ is a kinetic (diffusion) co-
efficient, ∂i = ∂/∂xi is partial derivative, ∂
2 = ∂i∂i is the
Laplace operator (summation over repeated index is im-
plied and henceforth will always be implicitly assumed),
interaction functional (potential term) V is specified be-
low for both model A and DP model, respectively, and
δ/δϕ is a variational derivative. Let us note that in this
formulation a field ϕ is regarded as a passive field, i.e. it
does not affect dynamics of the velocity field v. Also be
aware of different interpretation and properties of the field
ϕ in models A and DP [56].
In this work, the following two local polynomial ex-
pressions for V(ϕ)
VA(ϕ) =
∫ [τ
2
ϕ2 +
g1
4!
ϕ4
]
ddx, (2)
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and
VDP (ϕ) =
∫ [τ
2
ϕ2 +
g1
3!
ϕ3
]
ddx (3)
are analyzed.
We have explicitly written a space dimension d, since in
what follows we employ dimensional regularization tech-
nique in which d is considered to be a continuous variable
[18,37,38]. The suitable random field η = η(x, t) in Eq. (1)
for each potential (2) and (3) is chosen to obey the Gaus-
sian distribution law. Though studied models share some
similarities there is a profound difference regarding their
noise properties. The noise ηA with zero mean is fully
specified by its second moment (correlation function)
〈ηA(x, t) ηA(x′, t′)〉 = 2λ δ(t− t′) δ(x− x′), (4)
and it is an example of additive noise [58,73]. A precise
form follows from the requirement that in the limit t →
+∞ the system has to relax into a thermal equilibrium
steady state [18,57]. Statistical averaging 〈. . .〉 in (4) runs
over all possible realizations of the random field ηA with
suitable boundary conditions imposed [18].
On the other hand, the DP model differs in presence of
an absorbing state from which the system cannot escape.
It is intuitively clear that this property has to be somehow
carried to the coarse-grained description (1). It turns out
[64] that it leads to a multiplicative noise with a correlator
ηDP in the following form
〈ηDP (x, t) ηDP (x′, t′)〉 = g1 λ δ(t− t′) δ(x− x′)ϕ(x, t).
(5)
This correlator clearly reflects the absorbing state con-
dition: the noise fluctuations cease in the absorbing state
ϕ = 0 and it can be shown that the fluctuation-dissipation
connection is lost [64,65].
From the fundamental point of view, the correlator (5)
is not very persuasive. The left-hand side of the equation
clearly corresponds to a statistical average, whereas the
right-hand side is a random quantity. It would be possible
to reformulate the percolation process in terms of mul-
tiplicative noise [74]. However, with regard to universal
properties the ensuing field-theoretic action would be the
same [64]. In what follows, we thus remain in consensus
with the existing literature and consider the correlator as
a starting point for the following field-theoretic analysis.
The couple {ηA, VA(ϕ)} fully specifies model A de-
scribing the critical dynamics of a non-conserved order
parameter near the thermal equilibrium with respect to
universal properties [18,37]. In a vicinity of critical tem-
perature Tc a control parameter is usually chosen as a de-
viation τ ∼ T − Tc from the corresponding critical value
(see [1,56,75]).
On the other hand, the couple {ηDP , VDP (ϕ)} fully in-
corporates universal properties of a non-equilibrium phase
transition in the DP process. In this case τ ∼ p − pc is a
deviation from percolation threshold probability pc. At
p = pc the system exhibits the directed percolation phase
transition [56,63] from an active to an absorbing phase. So
there is a formal analogy regarding τ in these two cases.
To finalize a theoretical description we have yet to pre-
scribed properties of the velocity field v. As has been al-
ready mentioned in Sec. 1 we assume that the velocity field
obeys a Gaussian distribution. A non-zero mean value of
velocity can always be subtracted via a suitable redefini-
tion of advected field ϕ. From now on we therefore assume
that 〈v〉 = 0. Since we are dealing with a translationally
invariant theory it is convenient to provide the correlator
directly in the Fourier (momentum) representation
Di j(k, ω) ≡ 〈vi(k, ω)υj(−k,−ω)〉 = D0 Ti j(k)
(k2 + `−2)(d+δ)/2
.
(6)
Here, D0 > 0 is a positive amplitude, k = |k| is a magni-
tude of a momentum vector k, parameter ` is an external
macroscopic scale (` has the same order of magnitude as a
linear size of a system considered), which provides IR regu-
larization of the theory k` 1. Explicit calculations show
independence of universal critical exponents on this scale
l. An additional exponent δ is a perturbation parameter
that controls a deviation from the Kolmogorov turbulent
regime, which corresponds to the value δK = 4/3 [11]. In
the RG method it plays a role of an analytic regulator [18].
If the considered system is isotropic and incompressible,
the tensor Ti j(k) equals to a transverse projection oper-
ator Pi j(k) ≡ δi j − kikj/k2. This is in accordance with
the condition∇ ·v = 0 for a divergence-free velocity field.
Let us consider a different case, for which there is a distin-
guished spatial direction denoted by a unit vector n. Then
the system possesses an uniaxial anisotropy, and the rep-
resentation of Ti j(k) takes the following tensor structure
[34]
Ti j(k) = a˜(θ)Pi j(k) + b˜(θ)Pi s(k)ns Pj l(k)nl
+ αc˜(θ)Qi j(k), (7)
where in addition the longitudinal tensorQi j(k) ≡ kikj/k2
appears due to a conceivable compressible modes of the ve-
locity field v. Further, the angle variable θ denotes an an-
gle between the direction n and the wave vector k (n ·k =
k cos θ). Dimensionless scalar functions a˜(θ), b˜(θ), c˜(θ) can
be decomposed into the Gegenbauer polynomials, d-di-
mensional generalization of the Legendre polynomials. To
be more specific, in the following analysis we confine our-
selves to the special choice (see [34])
a˜(θ) = 1 + ρ1 cos
2(θ), b˜(θ) = ρ2, c˜(θ) = 1 + ρ3 cos
2(θ).
(8)
Anisotropy parameters ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 are subject to the in-
equalities
ρ1 > −1, ρ2 > −1, ρ3 > −1, (9)
that ensures positive definiteness of the corresponding Gaus-
sian kernel (see Eq. (16) in the following). It has been
established [34] that this case displays main features of
anisotropy fluctuations. An arbitrary dimensionless pa-
rameter α can attain any positive value.
The structure of the velocity field permits us to investi-
gate the limit of a potential flow that fulfills the condition
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∇×v = 0. Introducing a new finite parameter D˜0 = D0 α
and passing to the limit α → ∞, we get the longitudinal
correlator for an irrotational velocity flow in a form
Di j(k, ω) = D˜0 c˜(θ)Qi j(k)
(k2 + `−2)(d+δ)/2
. (10)
3 Renormalization procedure
According to the general formalism [18,56], stochastic prob-
lems (1–5) are tantamount to the field models of the dou-
bled set of fields {ϕ,ϕ′}. Main benefits of such reformula-
tion are a transparent perturbation expansion and an ef-
fective use of the RG method, which corresponds to an in-
finite resummation of given classes of Feynman diagrams.
That makes the RG method an especially powerful and
versatile theoretical tool.
Effective theories for model (1–5) can be constructed
in a straightforward fashion. Field-theoretic action func-
tional SA for model A reads
SA = ϕ′
[
−∇t − a (∂iυi) + λ∂2 − λ τ + λ b (ni∂i)2
]
ϕ
− g1λ
3!
ϕ3ϕ′ + λϕ′ϕ′ + S(v), (11)
and SDP for the model takes the following form
SDP = ϕ′
[
−∇t − a (∂iυi) + λ∂2 − λ τ + λ b(ni∂i)2
]
ϕ
+
g1λ
2
(ϕ′ − ϕ)ϕ′ϕ+ S(v). (12)
For brevity we have introduced a condensed notation, in
which integrals over whole space-time are implicitly in-
cluded, e.g., the third term in Eq. (11) on the right-hand
side is an abbreviated form of the expression
ϕ′∂2ϕ =
∫
dt
∫
ddx ϕ′(x, t)∇2ϕ(x, t). (13)
Let us make a comment regarding terms vi∂i and a(∂ivi)
appearing in Eqs. (11) and (12). In the incompressible case
the latter term is not present, whereas in the compressible
case [22,76] there are two physically relevant and distin-
guishable cases
a) passive advection of density field with a convective part
in the form
∂tϕ+∇ · (vϕ) = . . . , (14)
b) passive advection of tracer field obtained as follows
∂tϕ+ (v ·∇)ϕ = . . . , (15)
where . . . stands for neglected diffusion and source terms
(their presence is not relevant). For a non-interacting scalar
field ϕ a distinction between cases a) and b) is preserved
during perturbation procedure. As it has been pointed out
in [77] for interacting theories the situation differs on a
fundamental level. In fact, both terms∇·(vϕ) and (v·∇)ϕ
have to be included. Even if we did not include them, RG
procedure would generate it. Hence, in order to get a mul-
tiplicatively renormalizable model [18,37] we are forced
to introduce such terms in our action functionals from the
very beginning. Same reasoning leads to a presence of a
term (ni∂i)
2
ϕ in actions (11) and (12). Indeed, it is easy
to verify that corresponding counterterms appear in the
renormalization process starting with the lowest order of a
perturbation expansion. From the formal point of view, we
can interpret models (11) and (12) as two-scale anisotropic
models (one scale connected with the time variable and the
other with special spatial direction). This makes an over-
all analysis even more complicated and cumbersome than
what one expects in typical dynamical model [18,56].
The free field-theoretic action for the v-field reads [12,
17]
S(v) = −1
2
υiD−1i j υj , (16)
and is due to the assumed Gaussian nature of velocity
field v. A dimension analysis reveals that the g1 vertices
in the models are marginal at d = 4. At the same time,
an inclusion of the velocity field leads to a new non-linear
term ϕ′(υi∂i)ϕ. This term generates vertices in perturba-
tion expansion containing momentum of the field ϕ.
Note that in contrast to standard RG approaches, in
the paper we deal with the two-parameter expansion (ε, δ),
where ε ≡ 4− d denotes a deviation from the upper criti-
cal space dimension. Logarithmic theory is obtained for
ε = δ = 0 and UV (ultraviolet) divergences manifest
themselves as poles in linear combinations aε + bδ, with
a, b being constants.
Throughout this paper, actions (11) and (12) should
be interpreted in Itoˆ sense, i.e., Heaviside step function
θ(t) in propagators is set to zero for t = 0 [18,64].
A calculation of the RG functions proceeds in a stan-
dard fashion. As the main points are well-known [18,37,
38] we refrain here from mentioning all the intermediate
steps. Let us thus proceed directly to beta functions, which
are fundamental quantities for determination of scale be-
havior.
Elimination of all UV-divergences from one-loop 1-
particle irreducible graphs makes the theory UV finite.
An important byproduct is a relation between UV and IR
behavior in the renormalized theory [18,56]. This yields a
non-trivial information about scaling behavior via knowl-
edge of flow beta-functions (β-functions) of the model. For
technical reasons we have used the framework of the di-
mensional regularization in the R4−ε ×R-space (for more
details see [13,18]). Let us proceed to explicit results. In
order to simplify the notation, let us rescale the coupling
constants according to g1/(16pi
2) → g1, g2/(16pi2) → g2
for model A. We can then write the corresponding β-
functions in the following way
βa =
(4a− 1)
4
√
b+ 1
g1, (17)
βb = − g2
12
(αρ3 − ρ1 + 7ρ2)
+
g2 b
24
[α (6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18] , (18)
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βg1 = −g1 ε+
3 g21√
b+ 1
+ g1g2
{
α(6 + ρ3)+5ρ1+ρ2+18
12
− α(4a
2 − 2a+ 1)
b2
[
2(
√
b+ 1− 1)(b− ρ3) + bρ3
]}
,
(19)
βg2 = − g2 δ +
g22
24
[α (6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18] . (20)
On the other hand, for the DP model it is more suitable
to employ the following rescaling
g21
16pi2
→ g1, g2
16pi2
→ g2. (21)
Then the β-functions for DP model can be written as fol-
lows
βa =
(2a− 1)
8
√
b+ 1
g1, (22)
βb = − g2
12
(αρ3 − ρ1 + 7ρ2) + g2 b
24
[
α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1
+ ρ2 + 18
]
, (23)
βg1 = −g1 ε+
g21
2
√
b+ 1
+ g1g2
{
α (6 + ρ3)+5ρ1+ρ2+18
12
− α(2a
2 − 2a+ 1)
b2
[
2(
√
b+ 1− 1)(b− ρ3) + bρ3
]}
,
(24)
βg2 = − g2 δ +
g22
24
[α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18] +
g1 g2
8
√
b+ 1
.
(25)
We observe that there is a certain similarity in above two
sets of β-functions. However, distinct non-linearities lead
to terms, which clearly differ from each other.
Let us make a general remark. The parameters a, b, α
are not perturbation charges, although they appear in
perturbative expansions. They present non-perturbative
characteristics of the model whose values are not restricted
(apart from additional physical considerations). Further,
because of the symmetry of model DP under transforma-
tions
ϕ(x, t)→ −ϕ′(x,−t), g1 → −g1, (26)
ϕ′(x, t)→ −ϕ(x,−t), a→ 1− a, (27)
we see that equality βa = 0 holds for a = 1/2, and is valid
to all orders in the perturbation theory [77].
4 Critical scaling
The β-functions of the theory describe the evolution
of the effective coupling constants upon changing a wave
number scale. The first step in an analysis of the asymp-
totic behavior of the models consists in a calculation of
fixed points (FPs), whose coordinates we briefly denote
as g∗ ≡ (g∗1 , g∗2 , a∗, b∗). They are defined as a solution to
the following set of interconnected equations
βg1(g
∗) = βa(g∗) = βg2(g
∗) = βb(g∗) = 0. (28)
In statistical physics we are especially interested in IR
stable FP, i.e., in such a point for which matrix Ωgg′ ≡
∂βg/∂g
′|g=g∗ , where g, g′ ∈ {g1, g2, a, b}, is a positive def-
inite matrix [18]. Such points are obvious candidates for
macroscopically observable regimes and in principle can
be experimentally realized [18,56].
The following section 4.1 is devoted to fixed points’
analysis of model A, whereas in section 4.2 we discuss
model DP.
4.1 Model A
Let us analyze permissible fixed points (g∗) of the sys-
tem (17)-(20) at physical values of perturbation parame-
ters ε = 1, and δK = 4/3. In order to determine a type of
a fixed point, eigenvalues Ωl, l = 1, . . . , 4 of the matrix Ω
have to be analyzed. In what follows we use the following
notation Ω = [Ω1, Ω2, Ω3, Ω4] for four eigenvalues at a
given fixed point. In general, we deal with non-diagonal
matrices, but in all calculations it was possible to compute
eigenvalues in an explicit form using symbolic software
packages [78].
Altogether we have found four fixed points, whose co-
ordinates and physical interpretation are briefly described.
I. Trivial fixed point
g∗1 = g
∗
2 = 0, Ω = [0, 0, −ε, −δ] . (29)
This fixed point represents the free (Gaussian) FP
for which all interactions are irrelevant and ordinary
perturbation theory is applicable. As expected, this
regime is IR stable in a region of high space dimen-
sions d > 4 (ε < 0) or irrelevant velocity fluctuations
δ < 0 [12]. Note that neither the coordinates nor
the eigenvalues do depend on fixed points’ values of
parameters a and b. Two vanishing eigenvalues cor-
respond to a marginal plane and instead of a fixed
point we actually have a whole plane. This a rela-
tively common pattern seen for trivial FPs [17,76].
II. Non-equilibrium thermal fluctuations
g∗1 = ε
√
b+ 1/3, a∗ = 1/4, g∗2 = 0, (30)
Ω = [ε, −δ, 0, ε/3] . (31)
In this case, the velocity fluctuations are irrelevant,
because the corresponding charge g2 attains zero value.
On the other hand coordinate g1 is non-zero and thus
this regime corresponds to a critical regime of ordi-
nary model A [18,37]. We observe that this regime
is stable below space dimension 4 and irrelevant ve-
locity fluctuations.
III. Turbulent mixing of a passive scalar
g∗2 =
24 δ
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , g
∗
1 = 0, (32)
b∗ =
2 {αρ3 − ρ1 + 7ρ2}
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , (33)
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Ω = [Ω1, δ, δ, 0] , (34)
where Ω1 = ∂βg1/∂g1|g=g∗ . In this regime, the in-
teraction term ϕ3ϕ′ is infra-red irrelevant, and the
order parameter ϕ behaves like a passive mixture
described by a diffusion equation with an advecting
term [34,35,36]. Turbulent mixing in this case is so
strong that it completely destroys self-interaction of
the field ϕ. Note that the fixed points’ coordinate of
the parameter a is not fixed and does not influence
the stability region.
IV. Interaction of thermal and turbulent fluctuations:
g∗2 =
24 δ
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , g
∗
1 , (35)
b∗ =
2 {αρ3 − ρ1 + 7ρ2}
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , a
∗ = 1/4,
(36)
Ω = [3Ω4, δ, δ, Ω4] , Ω4 =
∂βa
∂a
∣∣∣∣
g=g∗
. (37)
An analytic expression for g∗1 can be simply derived
from (19). Its explicit form can be found in Ap-
pendix A, see Eq. (60).
In order to gain an insight into properties of regime IV we
have numerically found corresponding zeros of β-functions
and then obtain eigenvalues using a diagonalization pro-
cedure. All of these steps are easy to incorporate in a sym-
bolic computational program [78]. In particular, we have
analyzed possible regimes at asymptotic values of param-
eters ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 and α. We were able to obtain analytic
expressions and they can be summarized as follows:
1. α = 0 – unstable for any ρ1, ρ2, ρ3.
2. 0 < α <∞
(a) ρ1 ∼ ρ2 ∼ ρ3 →∞,
stable for α > 30/(67− 36√3)
≈ 6.45,
(b) ρ1 ∼ ρ2 →∞, ρ3 = 0, unstable for any α,
(c) ρ1 ∼ ρ3 →∞, ρ2 = 0,
stable for α > 5 (2
√
6 + 5)/(25− 2√6) ≈ 2.46,
(d) ρ2 ∼ ρ3 →∞, ρ1 = 0,
stable for α > 5 (8
√
15+83)/(311−40√15) ≈ 3.65,
(e) ρ1 = ρ2 = 0, ρ3 →∞, stable for any α,
(f) ρ1 = ρ3 = 0, ρ2 →∞, unstable for any α ,
(g) ρ2 = ρ3 = 0, ρ1 →∞, unstable for any α,
(h) ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 0,
stable for α > 15/7 ≈ 2.14 (see [77]).
3. α =∞ – stable for any ρ1, ρ2, ρ3.
A cumbersome explicit expression for eigenvalue Ω4 is
not provided here. Instead, we consider a smooth section
of the hypersurface determined by the equation
Ω4(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, α) = 0
at given value of compressible parameter α. Points belong-
ing to the volume
B = {ρi > −1 (i = 1, 2, 3), α > 0 : Ω4(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, α) > 0}
(38)
(a) α = 1 (b) α = 2.5
(c) α = 5 (d) α = 10
Fig. 1: Stability regions of fixed point IV in model A
for different values of “compressibility” α. Dark blue re-
gions stand for volumes in the three-dimensional param-
eter space spanned by ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3, where the stability
matrix has positive eigenvalues.
determine the IR stability region. Volume |B| for four typ-
ical values of α is depicted in Fig. 1. |B| vanished fo the
incompressible fluid and increases indefinitely with com-
pressible parameter α. A change of the anisotropy param-
eters (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) at fixed α may affect the IR stability of
the fixed point according to Fig. 1. Also, it is worth men-
tioning that anisotropy of a mixing flow does not affect the
type of critical asymptotics in both incompressible (α = 0)
and infinitely compressible (α = ∞) case. For the finite
values of compressibility parameter α the anisotropy is
an important factor in establishing scaling regimes. This
clearly displays the failure of the Kolmogorov hypothe-
sis (that the anisotropy dies out in the inertial range)
in the case of critical fluids. In a vicinity of the point
ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 0 at fixed α weak anisotropy does not
change IR stability.
Let us summarize main findings about obtained scaling
regimes in model A that correspond to fixed point IV:
(i) Regime 1. Incompressibility of the system entails
that fluid is far from a critical or phase transition
point. Hence, long-wave fluctuations of the order pa-
rameter do not determine large-scale behavior. They
are suppressed by the transversal turbulent fluctua-
tions, which play a crucial role in the realization of
IR scaling.
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(ii) Regime 2 without the inclusion of case (e). In these
cases the order parameter fluctuations are still weaker
in comparison to the velocity ones. We can observe
(items (b), (f), (g)) that the transversal part (ρ1, ρ2)
of the turbulent fluctuations inhibits the role of iso-
tropic (ρ3 = 0) longitudinal components for all per-
missible α. On the other hand, in regimes (a),(c),(d),
and (h) the transversal and longitudinal parts be-
come equally relevant.
(iii) Regime 3 and the case (e). These regimes correspond
to a strong compressible fluid. It has been mentioned
above that compressibility grows very fast in the
vicinity of the critical point, where fluctuations of
the order parameter could not be neglected.
4.2 Model DP
Let us now analyze scaling regimes of the DP model (12).
This is given by fixed points’ solution of the set of equa-
tions (22)-(25).
I. Trivial (Gaussian) fixed point
g∗1 = g
∗
2 = 0, Ω = [0, 0, −ε, −δ] . (39)
Similarly to the case of model A, this fixed point
represents the free FP for which all interactions are
irrelevant and values of parameters a and b do not
change its stability region. As expected this fixed
point is stable above space dimension dc = 4 and
negligible velocity fluctuations.
II. Non-equilibrium thermal fluctuations
g∗1 = 2 ε
√
b+ 1/3, a∗ = 1/2, g∗2 = 0, (40)
Ω = [ε, ε/12− δ, 0, ε/6] . (41)
In this regime, the stochastic velocity fluctuations
are irrelevant and charge b is not fixed. This regime
corresponds to a pure DP model. For more details
and discussions of this regime see [56].
III. Turbulent mixing of a passive scalar
g∗2 =
24 δ
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , g
∗
1 = 0, (42)
b∗ =
2 {αρ3 − ρ1 + 7ρ2}
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , (43)
Ω = [Ω1, δ, δ, 0] , (44)
where Ω1 = ∂βg/∂g|κ=κ∗ . This fixed point is similar
to regime III of model A given by coordinates (32-
34). Once again DP non-linearities are completely
suppressed by vigorous turbulent fluctuations. Sim-
ilarly, the parameter a is not fixed.
IV. Interaction of thermal and hydrodynamic fluctuations
g∗1 , g
∗
2 , a
∗ = 1/2, (45)
b∗ =
2 {αρ3 − ρ1 + 7ρ2}
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18} , (46)
(a) α = 2.5 (b) α = 5
(c) α = 10 (d) α = 20
Fig. 2: Stability regions of fixed point IV in model DP
for different values of “compressibility” α. Dark blue re-
gions stand for volumes in the three-dimensional param-
eter space spanned by ρ1, ρ2 and ρ3, where the stability
matrix has positive eigenvalues.
Ω = [2Ω4, Ω2, Ω2, Ω4] , (47)
where Ω4 = ∂βa/∂a|κ=κ∗ , Ω2 = ∂βg2/∂g2|κ=κ∗ . One
can show that Ω2 > 0 for ∀ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, α. Expressions
for fixed point’s coordinates g∗1 and g
∗
2 can be derived
from Eqs. (22)-(25), and their explicit form can be
found in Appendix A, see Eq. (61).
Possible regimes at asymptotic values of (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, α)
for fixed point IV can be summarized as follows:
1. α = 0 – unstable for any ρ1, ρ2, ρ3
2. 0 < α <∞
(a) ρ1 ∼ ρ2 ∼ ρ3 →∞,
stable for α > 30 (2 +
√
3)/(14− 5√3) ≈ 20.96
(b) ρ1 ∼ ρ2 →∞, ρ3 = 0, unstable for any α
(c) ρ1 ∼ ρ3 →∞, ρ2 = 0,
stable for α > (505 + 60
√
70)/121 ≈ 8.32
(d) ρ2 ∼ ρ3 →∞, ρ1 = 0,
stable for α > 30 (2 +
√
3)/(14− 5√3) ≈ 20.96
(e) ρ1 = ρ2 = 0, ρ3 →∞, stable for any α
(f) ρ1 = ρ3 = 0, ρ2 →∞, unstable for any α
(g) ρ2 = ρ3 = 0, ρ1 →∞, unstable for any α
(h) ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 0, stable for α > 5 (see [77])
3. α =∞ – stable for any ρ1, ρ2, ρ3.
The volume
B = {ρi > −1(i = 1, 2, 3), α > 0 : Ω4(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, α) > 0}
(48)
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of IR stable points is displayed in Fig. 2. An analysis of
this regime reveals that turbulence has similar qualitative
effects on the behavior of both model A and model DP
despite a different nature and origin of systems they de-
scribe.
Let us consider the stability of the regimes in a case
when anisotropy function c(ϕ) > 0 (10) is an arbitrary
one. Direct calculations lead to the following relation at
ε = 1, δK = 4/3:
Ω4 ∼
∫ 1
0
[
3√
b∗t+ 1
− 5
b∗ + 4
]
c(t) (1− t)1/2 t−1/2dt,
(49)
where t = cos(ϕ)2. There is no doubt that in the physical
region b∗ > 0 eigenvalue Ω4 is positive. We can conclude
that regardless of anisotropy intensity and structure of
function c(ϕ) turbulent fluctuations do not change a type
of IR regime in the infinitely compressible system. They
affect only the values of critical exponents.
5 Critical exponents
Green functions of the theory contain an essential phys-
ical information about a state of the system. In particular,
in the percolation process the radius of gyration R(t) for
the spreading cloud of the agent that started from the
origin at time t′ = 0 can be expressed through the linear
response function
R2(t) =
∫ |x|2G(|x|, t) ddx
2d
∫
G(|x|, t) ddx , (50)
G(|x|, t) = 〈ϕ(t,x)ϕ′(0,0)〉. (51)
The RG analysis yields the following IR asymptotic solu-
tion for the response function
G(|x|, t) = |x|−∆φ−∆φ′ f(|x| t−1/∆ω ), (52)
where f is a scaling function (it also depends on α, ρi and
the angle between x and n), ∆ϕ = d/2 + γ
∗
ϕ, ∆ϕ′ = d/2 +
γ∗ϕ′ are the scaling dimensions of fields, and ∆ω = 2−γ∗λ is
the scaling dimension of frequency or a dynamical critical
exponent [18]. The additive γj is a so-called anomalous
dimension corresponding to a parameter or field j. Such
γj originates during the renormalization process. Symbol
∗
denotes a value of anomalous dimensions at a fixed point.
As the result, we get a power-law asymptotic expression
for R2(t)
R2(t) ∼ tzs , zs = 2
∆ω
. (53)
Let us note that in contrast to [12], radius of gyration
(50) is defined in a different way. The denominator in this
expression corresponds to a number of active particles gen-
erated by a single seed at initial time. Thus, Eq. (50) rep-
resents the mean squared radius on one active particle at
a given time.
The scaling behavior for a number of active particles
N(t) =
∫
G(|x|, t) ddx (54)
is given by the asymptotic relation
N(t) ∼ tθs , θs = −
(γ∗ϕ + γ
∗
ϕ′)
∆ω
. (55)
A one-loop RG calculation leads to the expressions
γϕ + γϕ′ = − g1
4
√
β + 1
, (56)
γλ =
g2
24
{α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18}+ g1
8
√
b+ 1
.
(57)
Using these functions and coordinates of the fixed point
IV one can obtain the exponents zs and θs at given val-
ues of the parameters (α, ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) in the form of (, δ)-
expansion up to the first order. Let us consider a case of
weak anisotropy ρ1 ∼ ρ2 ∼ ρ3  1 at ε = 1, δ = 4/3 for
regime IV. Then the exponent θs can be represented as a
segment of power series in ρj
θs =
α− 5
6 (2α+ 5)
− 5α (ρ1 + ρ2 − ρ3)
8 (2α+ 5)2
+O(ρ2j ), (58)
and zs = 2/(2 − δ) = 3. This relation is universal, i.e.
it does depend neither on large-scale anisotropy nor com-
pressibility of the medium. In the previous section, it has
been established that regime IV is unstable at small values
of α and stable at its large values. Therefore, it is reason-
able to consider expression (58) at large α (formally for
α 5/2)
θs =
1
12
− 5 (4 + ρ1 + ρ2 − ρ3)
32α
+O(α−2). (59)
The term (4 + ρ1 + ρ2 − ρ3) is positive, at least in the
range |ρj | 6 1. Thus corrections to the exponent θs due to
weak anisotropy and finite compressibility reduce values
of θs. At this point we can conclude that number N(t) of
active particles grows slower than in the case of isotropic
and incompressible systems.
The IR stable regime III leads to the exact qualitative
outcomes zs = 2/(2−δ) = 3, θs = 0, this is consistent with
known Richardson’s 4/3 power law of turbulent diffusion
∂tR
2(t) ∼ R4/3(t) [12].
6 Conclusion
An experimental study of critical fluids in terrestrial-like
environment faces influence of Earth gravity inducing a
distinguished direction due to compressibility under the
hydrostatic pressure. Systems are subject to mixing, shak-
ing and other hydrodynamic effects in laboratory condi-
tions. Our analysis has been focused on the investigation
of possible stable regimes in anisotropic turbulently mov-
ing critical fluids described by the A and DP effective mod-
els. The renormalization group analysis within the frame-
work of the one-loop approximation allows us to draw the
following conclusions and describe the major findings
(i) At a qualitative level both model A and model DP
coupled to the Kraichnan model manifest the same
scaling behavior.
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(ii) Close to criticality the effect of anisotropy could be
relevant for establishing scaling behavior. This re-
sult could call into a question well-established and
universal assumptions that large-scale anisotropy is
irrelevant in the inertial range. A critical liquid re-
mains sensitive to a distinguished direction n, what
implies that the Kolmogorov hypothesis does not ap-
ply to a critical fluid.
(iii) Within the considered models, regime IV in a strong
compressible system is less sensitive to the anisotropy
of a fully developed turbulent flow. The existence of
large scale anisotropy does not affect its stability at
the limit values of α = ∞ (see Sec. IV, item (iii)).
In the infinitely (formally) compressible system, in
which longitudinal velocity fluctuations prevail due
to large values of bulk viscosity, regimes stability also
does not depend on the specific form of the function
c(ϕ), see Eq. (49). At the same time, quantitative
values of critical exponents are not universal. In fact,
they are determined by function c(ϕ).
(iv) In the intermediate range of α, weak (linear in ρj)
anisotropy fluctuations do not change the regimes.
An increase of anisotropy is accompanied by the com-
plex pattern of interaction between transversal and
longitudinal turbulent fluctuations and the long-wa-
velength critical fluctuations of the order parameter,
as depicted in Figs. 1, and 2. Here, anisotropy plays
a crucial role imposing lower limits on the value of α
(on the “compressibility degree”, see Secs. 4.1, and
4.2 and item denoted as IV therein). This result is
in agreement what we can physically anticipate: or-
der parameter fluctuations are strong in the vicinity
of the critical point, where compressibility is large
enough.
(v) Having calculated the anomalous dimensions (56),
and (57), we have estimated the critical exponents
at given ρj and α (58), and (59). The compress-
ibility and anisotropy alter values of the critical ex-
ponent. Whereas compressibility reduces the magni-
tude of the critical exponents, according to the ex-
pression (59), the effect of anisotropy is more sub-
tle and twofold, depending on the sign of the value
ρ1 + ρ2 − ρ3.
The effect of compressibility on critical behavior of an
isotropic system was revealed by the authors of work [77],
where a new scaling regime IV has been identified. How-
ever, our analysis shows that not only compressibility but
also large-scale anisotropy may control the stability of the
critical regimes and alter the quantitative results.
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A Coordinates of fixed points
Here, we present explicit expressions for coordinates of
nontrivial fixed points. First, at nontrivial fixed point IV
of model A charge g1 has the following coordinate
g∗1 =
√
b+ 1
3A
(Aε− 2Aδ + 18B δ) . (60)
At nontrivial fixed point IV of model DP fixed points’
values of charges g1 and g2 are given by the following
expressions
g∗1 =
4
√
b+ 1
A+ 9B
(Aε− 2Aδ + 18B δ) , (61)
g∗2 =
12 (4 δ − ε)
A+ 9B
. (62)
In Eqs. (60)-(62) we have used the following abbreviations
A = α(6 + ρ3) + 5ρ1 + ρ2 + 18,
B =
α
b∗2
[
2(
√
b∗ + 1− 1)(b∗ − ρ3) + b∗ρ3
]
.
The fixed point value b∗ is given by Eq. (36) or Eq. (46),
respectively.
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